A Beastly Scandal | The representative of "purity," and the nation's most popular actress, Yeo Goeun, and the twisted scandal maker, Seo Beomi. In truth, the image of Beomi that appears in front of Goeun every time she desperately needs someone, and the image of him she saw in the pub before filming the show overlaps, bringing chaos to her mind. She had thought he was a person who wasn't serious about anything, but she becomes more and more shaken up as he shows his sincere sides to her…Can the two of them resolve their misunderstandings and move on from being "fake BFFs" into "real lovers?" Show more.
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Abstract
The role of guiding character Kendra Hilferty differs between Flinn's novel 'Beastly' and Barnz's film adaptation 'Beastly'. Kendra is less important in the film than she is in the novel. This can partly be explained by the change in medium - novel to film. This change in medium brings with it... read more
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